
SUBJECT CONTENT
Tropical storms and UK weather hazards 

Rainforests and hot deserts

India and the city of Mumbai (India) 

Liverpool (UK) 

Climate change

World development

Collecting analysing and presenting fieldwork data

UK industry

Natural and tectonic hazards

Coastal landforms and the management of erosion

River landforms and flood management

UK and Global use of natural resources

Sustainable living and travel in London

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
There is no internally assessed coursework or controlled assessment.  

Component 1: Living with the physical environment

Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes long and accounts for 35% of the qualification.

Component 2: Challenges in the human environment 

Written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes long and accounts for 35% of the 

qualification.

Component 3: Geographical applications 

Written examination: 1 hour 15 minutes long and accounts for 30% of the qualification.

WHAT IS THE COURSE ABOUT?

Develop knowledge of locations, places and environments at local, regional, national and global

levels

Develop understanding of specialised geographical concepts and current geographical issues

Further develop research, data analysis, data presentation and evaluation skill including those used

in fieldwork 

Develop literacy skills such as persuasive language, extended writing and producing texts which

are appropriate to task, reader and purpose

Enable learners to become critical and reflective thinkers 

Enable learners to develop well-evidenced, balanced and structured 

Provide learners with the confidence, knowledge and skills to provide 

Over the course of the 2 years students will gain knowledge ad understanding of the following of the

following course content:

     

 

arguments which are based upon their geographical knowledge and

understanding 

sustainable solutions to current and future challenges

GEOGRAPHY
'WITHOUT
GEOGRAPHY YOU'RE
NOWHERE'



WHAT SKILLS ARE REQURIED?
The ability to research books, sources and the internet for information and evidence.

The ability to effectively collect, record, present and analyse data.

Good understanding of maths and statistics.

The ability to work independently and within a team. 

Good verbal and written communication. You must be able to effectively construct short,

medium and extended pieces of written work which provide answers or justify an opinion.

Good time management. You complete all set work and meet

deadlines.

               Resilience and perseverance. You never     

               give up. 

                   An interest in problem solving, how the               

                     natural environment works (rivers, coastal  

                     erosion, climate change, earthquakes) 

                     and how and why quality of life varies

                     around the world.

Teacher

University lecturer

Banker 

Accountant 

Lawyer

Armed forces

Diplomat

Travel agent

Travel writer

Courses BTEC Level 3 Performing  Arts - These could lead onto a degree in Theatre

Studies or a course in Acting at a Performing Arts School. 

TV researcher

Surveyor

Estate agent 

Town planner

Weather forecaster 

Architect 

Architect or urban 

Retail or leisure centre manager

planner for sustainable 

projects

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
As part of the course, learners are expected to undertake two fieldwork enquiries, each

in a contrasting environment. Learners do not have to complete any assessed

coursework which is associated with the two fieldtrips. 

However, the skills and knowledge gained from the fieldtrips will

be assessed in the form of an exam which is externally assessed.

 

  This exam is Component 3: Geographical applications. 

Component 3 is a written examination: its 1 hour 15

minutes long and accounts for 30% of the qualification.

STUDYING GEOGRAPHY MAY LEAD TO:


